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players may employ a highly advanced ai known as the decision support unit, which
allows a player to call down multiple airstrikes or even spawn air support from his or
her allies. moreover, the ai can even call down artillery fire on a specific position
from a naval artillery vessel (unless the person attacking is also aboard said vessel).
while the dsu does not vary gameplay elements in the way that human players do,
the ai is still fully active, meaning it can call down red team artillery fire. call of
duty: ww2 is a game that gives you the option to complete your objectives on the
ground, in the air, and from any of a number of points of view. modern warfare's
usual run-and-gun multiplayer action returns, plus there are several new features
that make for a fun, if not highly complex game. though there are many variations
to the game, it is mostly the same sort of experience that you have seen before. a
revamped progression system, playground mode, a new character progression
system, instant respawns and a suite of new game modes including: search &
destroy, breach and kill confirmed. the all-new patch 2.0 also adds new player-
developed content including a variety of maps, modes and weapons. the battle pass
gives players access to new content – map, modes, weapons, and cosmetics –
through the season pass. also gives priority access to weapon drops, new custom
class offerings, dynamic seasonal events, and more. all call of duty: modern warfare
multiplayer maps and other content that’s released by the developer can be
accessed here for free. fans can also purchase blackout pass to get even more
access. paying for the battle pass will unlock exclusive content in multiplayer,
including new specialists and scorestreaks, private matches, and more.
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